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Establish a Cyber-Secure
Network Using Modern
LAN Design Principles
As organizations expand their networks to accommodate various IoT
endpoints and applications, traditional network design philosophies
are putting the core network at risk
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Internet-connected devices are revolutionizing the modern enterprise; providing intelligence
and eﬃciencies far beyond what we thought was possible. Organizations rely on their local
area network to support multiple intelligent systems, from IP phones at employee
workstations to IP TVs in hospital rooms. However, each additional IP endpoint connected to
the network presents a possible entry point for a hacker, compromising the security of the
entire network. The Ponemon Institute found that 7 out of 10 organizations believe their
security risk increased signiﬁcantly in 2017. As organizations expand their local area networks
to support IP/IoT endpoints and applications, many have fallen victim to cyber-attacks.
Hackers are well aware of these vulnerabilities and have already executed attacks on IoT
devices.

7 out of 10 organizations believe their
security risk increased signiﬁcantly in
2017
For example, in DarkTrace’s Global Threat Report from 2017, it was determined that hackers
gained unauthorized access to networks through various IoT devices and infrastructure
including smart art boards and server rooms. The report also included an incident of an
unnamed casino being hacked through an internet-connected ﬁsh tank thermometer in the
casino’s lobby.
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Cyber-attacks are extremely dangerous to younger organizations trying to establish a solid
foothold in their industry. Uber, a global ride-sharing service, experienced an attack that
compromised the data of over 57 million of the company’s drivers and customers. As a result,
the organization was ﬁned USD $148 million after attempting to conceal the incident.

Traditional network design philosophies are based on outdated best
practices that cannot securely support IoT deployments

After examining many high-proﬁle cyber-attacks, one major variable remains consistent
across most cases – traditional network design philosophies are based on outdated best
practices that cannot securely support IoT deployments. Traditional network design was
established when PC devices were the only endpoints connected to the network. As
organizations expand their networks to accommodate various IoT endpoints and applications,
traditional network design philosophies are putting the core network at risk.
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The Core Business Network
Is Becoming Too Complex
and Vulnerable to
Cyber-Attacks
As organizations continue to deploy IP communication, IP security,
Wi-Fi access terminals and many other connected devices onto the
core business network, the enterprise has become vulnerable to
various cyber-threats
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The Core Business Network Is Becoming Too Complex and Vulnerable
to Cyber-Attacks

Today, some organizations are applying the same outdated approach; consolidating
various IoT endpoints onto the core network
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The Core Business Network Is Becoming Too Complex and Vulnerable
to Cyber-Attacks

Today, some organizations are applying the same outdated approach; consolidating various
IoT endpoints onto the core network – maximizing eﬃciency at the cost of cyber-security. This
approach also creates a network that is extremely complex and diﬃcult to manage. According
to a recent study, approximately 50% of IT professionals believe acquiring and retaining
qualiﬁed talent is a top concern. As the core business network is inundated with more and
more IoT endpoints and applications, network management has become an increasingly
complex task for IT teams.
The same study found that “59% of IT professionals report upgrading existing hardware and
software is the biggest hurdle to optimizing IT infrastructure”, another symptom of
consolidating IoT onto the core network. If the voice applications require a hardware upgrade,
all endpoints connected to the core business network will experience disruption and
downtime. However, as a result of new innovations in Power over Ethernet switches and
thought leadership from industry experts, many organizations have pioneered a new
approach to network design to simplify management and minimize exposure to cyber-threats.
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Build A Robust,
Cyber-Secure Network
Based on Modern LAN
Design Principles
“Modern LAN” design and the six supporting principles address
today’s cyber-security concerns; ensuring that the network is as
intelligent as the devices and applications it supports
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“[Organizations] need to implement technologies and programs that minimize the impact of a
breach”, says John Dunn of Tech World. According to Dunn, “as it is, these technologies are just
not being used to the fullest extent”.
Industry analysts from Frost & Sullivan have recognized this alarming trend and have
recommended a new, revolutionary approach to LAN design. “Modern LAN” design and the six
supporting principles address today’s cyber-security concerns; ensuring that the network is as
intelligent as the devices and applications it supports.
PRINCIPLE #1
Start with the “Things” of the Internet of Things (IoT). Identify the characteristics of each unique
physical device. Determine topology and infrastructure by incorporating each endpoint’s power,
bandwidth, and application requirements.

PRINCIPLE #2

Create a secure and robust local area network that is easy to conﬁgure, deploy, manage, and
troubleshoot. Ensure convergence ﬂexibility by allowing for separate, on-premise or Cloud-based
uniﬁcation; simplifying LAN management and minimizing core network breach risk.

PRINCIPLE #3
Maximize eﬃciencies by utilizing all technological advancements, including new long reach PoE
switch innovations, to accelerate modernization, eliminate disruption, reduce network complexity,
and minimize implementation costs.

PRINCIPLE #4
Modernize to IP using proven and reliable environmentally responsible frameworks, such as IoT G
and LEED. Wherever possible, re-use and re-purpose existing endpoint cabling infrastructure;
using energy eﬃcient PoE switches to reduce IDF closets requirements and e-waste.

PRINCIPLE #5
Construct physically separate but functionally integrated IP network paths for diﬀerent and
dedicated applications, ensuring mission-critical platforms are future proofed and not impacted
by disruptions or intrusions of the primary business network.

PRINCIPLE #6
Expand sustainable ROI by reallocating resources gained from eﬃcient infrastructure design into
enhanced business applications.
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Build A Robust, Cyber-Secure Network Based on Modern LAN
Design Principles

Modern LAN design suggests considering the needs of the endpoint ﬁrst in order to best
determine the supporting infrastructure. The core business network was designed by ﬁrst
considering the needs of a PC-centric environment. The result was a network optimized for
endpoints that are locally powered; requiring fast connectivity and high bandwidth. As
discussed, the early adopters of IP communication migrated voice onto the core PC network,
a platform not designed for these devices. As a result, each IP phone is now a potential
gateway for malicious activity into the network. In addition, IT teams for voice and core
applications must now share bandwidth in a much more complex network environment.
However, by considering the needs of the endpoint ﬁrst, organizations are now realizing the
beneﬁts of maintaining a physically separate infrastructure for communication. IP phones
have vastly diﬀerent requirements than a PC. Unlike PCs, these devices are latency sensitive,
have low power and bandwidth requirements and can be supported using Power over
Ethernet technology. Maintaining a physically separate network for voice ensures the security
of the core network. Furthermore, every device receives the exact amount of
bandwidth/power/speed

required

and

simpliﬁes

management

for

each

IT

team.

Organizations are also using new long reach PoE innovations to eliminate the need to install
IDF closets, simplifying the network design and eliminating additional entrance points into the
network.
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New Long Reach PoE
Innovations Supporting
Modern LAN Design
NVT Phybridge’s patented SmartPathPoE™ technology allows
customers to take network security to the next level by establishing a
physically separate, cyber-secure point-to-point network topology to
ensure the safety and reliability of the core business network
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NVT Phybridge is committed to helping organizations establish a simple, secure and cost-eﬀective
Modern LAN topology. The CHARIoT series of long-reach Power over Ethernet innovations allow
organizations to leverage their existing point-to-point voice and surveillance networks, transforming
existing twisted pair and coax-based infrastructures into robust IP/PoE backbones.

CLEER
Coax up to 4,000ft (1,220m)

PoLRE ®

Single-Pair UTP up to 1,200ft (365m)

FLEX

Multi-Pair UTP up to 2,000ft (610m)

Considering the business network is becoming increasingly complex due to the traditional
implementation of IP devices and the Internet of Things, organizations are relying too heavily on their
IT teams to ensure network performance, reliability and security. By leveraging Modern LAN
principles, organizations simplify their business networks by establishing simple and secure
point-to-point network topologies. This ensures the core business network is not impacted or
compromised.
Many organizations have a standard list of certiﬁed technology vendors. However, to remain ahead of
the competition and become a technology leader, Modern LAN principles suggest expanding the
preferred vendor list to include providers of new PoE technologies and innovative design
methodologies. NVT Phybridge is committed to helping organizations achieve a simple, secure and
cost-eﬀective modernization to the Internet of Things by leveraging Modern LAN principles and
innovative long reach Power over Ethernet technologies.
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New Long Reach PoE Innovations Supporting Modern LAN Design

NVT Phybridge was the ﬁrst company to perfect PoE switches that allow customers to leverage
their existing twisted pair and coax-based infrastructures with extended reach capabilities up
to 4,000ft (1,220m). Our technology includes the same standard security features as industry
leading enterprise-grade PoE switches, including SNMP integration, Layer 2 ACL, MAC address
locking, intuitive web GUI to monitor network traﬃc and remote management capabilities for
centralized network management. However, NVT Phybridge’s patented SmartPathPoE™
technology allows customers to take network security to the next level by establishing a
physically separate, cyber-secure point-to-point network topology to ensure the safety and
reliability of the core business network.

Modern LAN Topology
With Modern LAN design you have the ﬂexibility to build separate independent IP network paths,
with the option to converge locally or in the cloud using a single cable.
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“The Only Thing That
Interferes with My Learning
Is My Education”
- Albert Einstein
Traditional network design has not changed in over 2 decades,
resulting in deep rooted best practices based on past education. The
Modern LAN principles by Frost & Sullivan challenge our current way
of thinking, encouraging us to learn about new innovative ways to
build a more secure, sustainable and easier to manage local area
network
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Don’t Allow Your Education to Get in The Way of Your Learning

Organizations around the world are already pioneering Modern LAN principles as they design
and establish a cyber-secure network for their enhanced applications.
Visit www.nvtphybridge.com/our-customers/ to read the latest Modern LAN success
stories.

Conclusion
Internet-connected devices and the Internet of Things will continue to be adopted and bring
tremendous value to the enterprise. However, organizations must use all the tools available to
minimize the risk and impact of a cyber-attack. It’s not enough to secure data where it resides.
Frost & Sullivan’s Modern LAN design principles provide the modern enterprise with the tools
to establish a complete end-to-end cyber-secure network platform. Consultants, integrators,
manufacturers and IT professionals must pro-actively deﬁne and establish clear cyber-security
measures throughout the planning and implementation of the digital transformation.
The NVT Phybridge CHARIoT series of long reach PoE innovations provide the modern
enterprise with the tools and technologies to leverage existing assets and create physically
separate cyber-secure pathways for enhanced IP solutions. Organizations have the ﬂexibility
to keep the network separate or converge centrally using a single cable - on-site or in the
cloud.
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About NVT Phybridge
NVT Phybridge is a North American-based manufacturer of innovative IP networking
solutions used worldwide by organizations to safely modernize to IP devices such as
IP phones, IP cameras, IP Wi-Fi access points, and many other IoT endpoints.
For over 24 years, NVT Phybridge has been creating robust innovative transmission
solutions

for

the

physical

security

and

communications

industries.

Our

award-winning CHARIoT products, with patented SmartPathPoE™ technology, enable
Modern LAN principles and deliver simple, secure, and cost-eﬀective long-reach
Power over Ethernet.
With over 400,000 global users we continue to enable millions of IP endpoints while
helping our customers accelerate deployment times, eliminate business disruption,
reduce infrastructure costs, and create cyber-secure network platforms.
Call (+1) 905-901-3633 or email insidesales@nvtphybridge.com to talk to a
Modern LAN specialist.
Get your free copy of The Modern LAN: Rethinking Network Design for the Modern Age at
www.go.frost.com/modernlan
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